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If you’re going
What: Zittrain Forums on Law & Public Policy – “Beyond
Hate: Dangerous Speech in the Era of Social Media”; 
lunch sponsored by Hefren-Tillotson
Where: Omni William Penn Hotel, downtown Pittsburgh
When: Thursday, April 4, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Cost: $45, $55 and $60, respectively, for law students,
ACBA members and all others
To register: See the CLE/Events calendar at ACBA.org.

JLL to serve as tenant rep as
ACBA explores lease options
By Mark Higgs

With the ACBA’s lease set to expire
on Dec. 31, 2020, the bar association’s
leadership is considering multiple
options that would bring about the first
major change to ACBA headquarters
in three decades.
Following a competitive bidding

process, the Board of Governors in
December hired Jones Lang LaSalle
to serve as tenant representative in
the negotiation of a new 10-year lease.
That lease could be for space in the

ACBA’s current home, the Koppers
Building. But if the ACBA stays put,
it would shrink its footprint and
renovate the space to make it more
efficient. Leadership also is exploring
options to lease or even buy other
downtown Pittsburgh office space.
The ACBA currently leases 22,850

square feet of space on the third,
fourth and 11th floors of Koppers.
Besides personnel costs and expenses,
lease payments are one of the bar’s
largest annual recurring expenses.
The fourth floor is home to the bulk

of ACBA/ACBF operations, including
member meeting spaces, and departments
such as membership, communications

and finance. The third floor houses the
Lawyer Referral Services, ACBA Video
Services, ACBA Career Services and
the information systems department.
The 11th floor is home to the Juvenile
Court Project.

To determe the bar’s space needs
for the future, a Board of Governors
ad hoc building committee that was
formed during the 2017-18 bar year

Though currently headquartered in the Koppers Building, the ACBA is
exploring multiple options as its lease is poised to expire at the end of 2020.

Continued on page 5

Continued on page 9

When words go beyond hate
Zittrain Forums to explore dangerous speech
By Jim Spezialetti 

Despite its potential for good,
the Internet has pockets where
hate speech is free to flourish,
fester and even trigger violent
attacks. For nearly a decade,
Susan Benesch has researched
safe ways to diminish harmful
content while preserving
freedom of speech.
Benesch, a faculty associate

of the Berkman Klein Center
for Internet and Society at
Harvard University and pro-
fessor at American University,
will share her insights when
she presents “Beyond Hate:
Dangerous Speech in the Era
of Social Media” at the Zittrain
Forums on Law & Public Policy
on April 4.
Organized by the Allegheny

County Bar Foundation, the
Zittrain Forums provide the
community with educational,
topical and informative
programs to lead a better
understanding of complex
issues that confront our
government and legal systems.
The forums were made possible
by a bequest by Lester and
Ruth Zittrain.
The Zittrains have been

very active at the Tree of Life
Synagogue in Squirrel Hill,
where 11 people were killed in
an Oct. 27 mass shooting.

Following the tragedy at the
temple, daughter Laurie Zittrain
Eisenberg suggested that the
ACBF consider hate speech as

a topic for this year’s event.
That prompted the Zittrain
Forums committee to solicit
recommendations from

community members and
well-known speakers – and
that feedback pointed to
Benesch.
For the past decade,

Benesch has developed a
framework to identify what
she terms “dangerous speech” –
speech that can lead to violence.
She created the Dangerous
Speech Project in 2010.
She said there is a difference

between dangerous speech
and hate speech. Hate speech
is offensive and even threatening,
but it does not, very often,
inspire violence by those who
are exposed to it. Dangerous
speech often instills fear,
which can be as strong as
hatred.
Benesch said the Tree of

Life shooting could have been

the result of exposure to
dangerous speech. News
outlets reported that suspect
Robert Bowers made anti-
Semitic statements on social
media that targeted Jews. Noting
how powerful a motivator fear
can be, Benesch said the suspect
had posted a message on social
media that he would not stand
by and watch his own people
being slaughtered. 
“The Tree of Life suspect

was most likely influenced by
dangerous speech and most
likely came from various
sources,” Benesch said.
Jonathan Zittrain, son of

Lester and Ruth Zittrain, is the
George Bemis Professor of
International Law at Harvard

Susan Benesch
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995

Jeanine DeBor ........................412-396-5215

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-406-5434

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

March
Darth M. Newman ................412-436-3443

Ernest B. Orsatti ....................412-338-1145

April
Robert A. Cohen......................724-693-9696

Andrea Geraghty ....................412-456-2822

Stanley W. Greenfield ............412-261-4466
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Need
clients?
The Lawyer 

Referral Service
can help bring 
them to you.
For details, contact 
Whitney Hughes

at 412-402-6703 or 
whughes@acba.org.
To learn more, see 

GetAPittsburghLawyer.com.

You want protection from the dangers— 

and help with the disasters—of electronic data.

We get it.

We get it.
SM

437 Grant Street, Suite 1250  |  Pittsburgh, PA 15219  |  412-325-4033  |  bit-x-bit.com

Count on our experts to relentlessly secure your electronic data—day in, day out and 
in response to any event. With our integrated services, we’ll help you understand your 
risk, clean up your archives and guard your data to protect your company—before 
incidents occur. And should you need digital forensics and e-discovery, we have the 
most powerful and efficient tools at hand. So if you’re looking for peace of mind, talk 
to bit-x-bit. We get it.
For ten years, bit-x-bit has been exclusively endorsed by the ACBA for e-discovery and digital forensics.

Jamuary

PHOTO BY ASHLEY RICE

Brandon Lucki, Real
Propety Section Chair Diane
Wohlfarth and Sandra Fantini
pause from networking for
a “Jamuary” photo. While
some ACBA sections get in
the spirit of the season with
a December holiday party,
the Real Property Section
waits until the calendar
year flip to hold its annual
“Jamuary” networking
reception. These January
Jams are always well
attended and provide plenty
of opportunities to reconnect
with colleagues. 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Lamar Stewart Alston, Ignelzi, J. ........................................................................................................Page 55
Criminal Appeal—PCRA—Homicide—Newly Discovered Evidence—Brady

Following an evidentiary hearing, the court concludes that witness’s testimony was not new and could have been obtained through
due diligence of trial counsel.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Tyniecia Bivins, Lazzara, J. ..................................................................................................................Page 60
Criminal Appeal—Sentencing (Discretionary Aspects)—Probation Violation—Standard Range—No Substantial Question—Restitution

Defendant who had not complied with making restitution payments and failed to complete drug and alcohol classes is given a state sentence.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Eric Hancock, Manning, P.J. ................................................................................................................Page 63
Criminal Appeal—Homicide—Sentencing (Discretionary Aspects)—Juvenile Defendant

Former juvenile convicted of second degree murder challenges his new sentence of 40 years to life in prison.
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real engagement as to whether we
should continue to be known as the
Allegheny County Bar Association. 
To that end, I established an ad hoc

committee to evaluate both the mission
statement and a possible name
change. The committee, which was
headed by fellow board member
Danielle Dietrich, hit the ball out of
the ballpark when it came back with a

very concise mission statement with
an attendant statement of values. (For
details on the new mission statement,
see Page 8.) Now the committee is
embarking on discussions concerning
our identity.
Here’s a quiz for you. You’re not

allowed to use the internet to find the
answers, which are printed upside
down in the box above. Other than
our past presidents, I’m curious how
many people know all or most of
the answers.
Name the city associated with the

bar association listed:
1. Ramsey County Bar Association
2. Pima County Bar Association

3. Fulton County Bar Association
4. Franklin County Bar Association
5. Orange County Bar Association
6. Cuyahoga County Bar Association
7. Philadelphia Bar Association. 
My educated guess is that this quiz

highlights increased name recognition
with cities rather than counties.
The county is the traditional gov-

ernmental entity around which courts
were first established, which is why, in
almost every state, the bar association
is associated with the county in which
it serves. It used to be that each county
set its own standards for admission to

P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S A G E

What’s in a name? For this organization’s
first dozen years, the word ‘Pittsburgh’
By Bryan Neft

Next year, our bar association will
celebrate its 150-year anniversary.
The Allegheny County Bar Association
began as the Pittsburgh Law Association
in 1870. It didn’t become the Allegheny
County Bar Association until the
association approved a name change
in 1882.
Our President-Elect, Lori McMaster,

recently established a committee to
develop our sesquicentennial celebration.
I was privileged to attend the committee’s
first meeting last month, and I believe
the year-long celebration will be
something that our members – and,
quite frankly, the entire community –
will be proud of. That’s about all I can say
because the planning is just starting.
Our celebration comes at a time

when bar associations including ours
are re-evaluating their relevance to
their members. The profession has
changed much in the last 30 years, let
alone the last 150. At a retreat last
September, the Board of Governors
held a discussion on the association’s
mission statement, which hadn’t been
reviewed in more than 10 years. Not
only was there a broad consensus that
the mission statement should be much
more concise, but there also was some

How Can Attorneys
Get the Most Out
of their IRAs and

Retirement Plans?

By running the numbers, attorneys who implement the best retire-
ment and estate planning strategies for their IRAs and retirement
plans achieve much better results than attorneys who wing it. Our
clients achieve financial security and peace of mind through the 
planning process. 

Our o�ce’s signature estate plan, Lange’s Cascading Beneficiary
Plan, allows the surviving spouse to decide whether to accept or 
disclaim, in full or in part, his or her share of the assets up to nine
months a�er the first spouse’s death.

Lange Legal Group, LLC provides free educational materials at
www.paytaxeslater.com/attorneys including:

• A download of Jim Lange’s book, Retire Secure!. “In Retire Secure!, CPA
and Attorney Jim Lange provides a road map for tax-e�cient retirement 
and estate planning.” — Charles R. Schwab

• A two-hour workshop titled How to Control from the Grave? Using 
Trusts to Protect Your Family.

• Jim’s 2018-2019 Tax Planning Card.

• Several articles on Roth IRA conversions, Wills and Trusts.

James Lange, CPA/Attorney and Matt Schwartz, Esq. have dra�ed 2,590 
Wills and Trusts. Their estate planning strategies have been endorsed by 
The Wall Street Journal (36 times), Newsweek and Kiplinger’s.

Financial Security. For Life.

2200 Murray Avenue • Pittsburgh, PA 15217
412-521-2732 • www.paytaxeslater.com

To qualify for a complimentary initial consultation, 
please call and mention this ad.

From James Lange, CPA/Attorney and Matt Schwartz, Esq.

Bryan Neft
ACBA President

1. St. Paul Minn.
2. Tucson, Ariz.
3. This is a trick question because there is none. The local bar association 

is known as Atlanta Bar Association.
4. It depends. In Ohio, although there is a Franklin County in Ohio, there is

no Franklin County Bar Association in that state; instead, it’s known as 
the Columbus Bar Association. In Pennsylvania, the Franklin County Bar
Association is situate in Chambersburg.

5. Orlando, Fla., or Newport Beach, Calif. (although the courthouse is in
Santa Ana). 

6. This is a trick question because there is none. The local bar association 
is known as the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association.

7. Philadelphia, duh! The county and city are one and the same.

Continued on page 10

Quiz Answers:
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�e Injury & Disability Law Firm

412-391-2800  .  www.qrlegal.com | Greensburg  .  Latrobe  .  Pittsburgh  .  Altoona

WE WELCOME REFERRALS AND HONOR REFERRAL FEES
WORKERS’ COMP . PERSONAL INJURY  . LONG-TERM DISABILITY . VETERANS’ DISABILITY . SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

Law Firm Trends 
Law Firm Significant Events 

Provided by
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When you need  
a mediator you 
want someone who

My years in private practice and on 
the bench in Pittsburgh generated my 
interest in ADR, Mediation, Arbitration, 
and Early Neutral Evaluation.

I draw on my experience as a Judge 
of the Court of Common Pleas of 
Allegheny County to resolve disputes 
and to bring fair, balanced, and 
impartial guidance to the parties.

I facilitate civil mediations, including 
commercial cases, business disputes, 
and securities litigation as well as 
family law cases, such as equitable 
distribution and custody.

Put my experience to work for your 
clients. Let me help you reach an 
agreeable solution for all parties.

KNOWS 
THE ROPES.

HONORABLE WILLIAM F. WARD

Alternative Dispute Resolution Attorneys
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

(412) 338-1100 | www.rothmangordon.com

Your success is our 
foremost concern.
You want positive outcomes — and no 
single path can lead you to them. That’s 
why Key Private Bank’s approach to wealth 
management  is to provide focused, 
personalized solutions from experienced 
�nancial professionals who are ready to help 
you navigate whatever paths lie ahead. 

� Financial and retirement planning
� Tax strategies
� Estate planning
� Insurance solutions
� Specialized practice groups
� Deposit services
� Credit solutions

Bank and trust products from KeyBank National Association, Member FDIC and Equal Housing Lender.
Investment products are:

Key.com is a federally registered service mark of KeyCorp.  
©2018 KeyCorp. KeyBank is Member FDIC.  171208-327130-9046879

NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT BANK GUARANTEED • MAY LOSE VALUE • NOT A DEPOSIT
NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCY

To learn more, contact 
Tom Crowley
at 412-807-2755
or go to key.com/kpb today.

hired Renaissance 3 Architects to
prepare a space analysis of the existing
offices. R3A determined that the ACBA’s
footprint could be reduced by about
4,350 square feet to approximately
18,500.
“The third floor used to have a lot

of space for our for-profit subsidiary,
which we discontinued in 2013,” said
ACBA Executive Director David
Blaner. “So, there’s a lot of unused
space down there.
“This space was designed in 1991

when we moved in here. The general
square footage that people used for
offices was more generous – including
mine. Based upon new square footage
dimensions, the architects were able
to redraft what they envision we could
use here.”
“Our goal is to streamline the space

and, if possible, get some reductions
in our annual rent.”
R3A determined that if the ACBA

remains in the Koppers Building, it
could eliminate the need for any third-
floor space while reorganizing the
fourth floor. 
The board received a lease proposal

from Koppers Building owner Rugby
Realty in July 2018, although the
starting point for the lease rates are
higher than what the ACBA pays now
– $19.50 per square foot.
“At the end of a proposed 10-year

lease, we’d be paying substantially
more than we’re paying now. When we
presented that to the adhoc building
committee, they thought that … we
should go out and test the market,”
Blaner said.
Blaner then prepared a request for

proposals from professional tenant
rep services. The committee received

JLL TO SERVE AS TENANT REP 
continued from front cover

five proposals, interviewed four tenant
reps and then whittled the list to two
before eventually recommending to
the board that it retain JLL.
Dan Adamski, managing director of

JLL’s Tenant Representation Group,
will represent the ACBA in the hunt
for new office space in the downtown
Pittsburgh real estate market.
The ACBA is a unique tenant

because an average of 2,500 attorneys
use its space each month for meetings
and CLE programming. This includes use
of the Koppers Building’s own confer-
ence center, which creates limitations
on potential targets for relocation.
As for which types of buildings are

out there, Adamski detailed the various

classes used to designate property.
“Class A” buildings typically are
defined as newer buildings, with coveted
tenants and the highest rents. “Class
B” space is serviceable, with tenants
who don’t necessarily need the prestige
of a Class A trophy building. “Class C”
is the lower end and much of that
property has been or is in the process
of being converted to residential use.
Because of this, Adamski said, Class C
is not well-suited for business tenants.
Koppers Building is Class B. The

plan is for the ACBA to pursue Class B
accommodations because there is
much more availability in that market,
whereas Class A rents have appreciated
significantly over the last decade.

Recent law firm moves
In recent years, law firms have been on the move. See Page 4 for a related
illustration. Here are some of those relocations:
• Zimmer Kunz: US Steel Tower to Grant Building
• Blank Rome: BNY Mellon Center to Union Trust Building
• Fox Rothschild: EQT Plaza to BNY Mellon Center
• Jackson Lewis: One PPG Place to Liberty Center
• Keevican Weiss Bauerle & Hirsch: Liberty Center to Three Gateway Center
• Metz Lewis Brodman Must O’Keefe: 11 Stanwix St. to Henry W. Oliver Building
• Sherrard German & Kelly: Two PNC Plaza to Henry W. Oliver Building
• Swartz Campbell: US Steel Tower to Koppers Building
• Burns White: Four Northshore Center to Three Crossings
• McGuire Woods: EQT Plaza to JLL Center
• Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin: US Steel Tower to Union
Trust Building

• Frost Brown Todd: One PPG Place to Union Trust Building
• Dinsmore: One Oxford Centre to Six PPG Place
• Margolis Edelstein: 525 William Penn Place to Henry W. Oliver Building
• Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney: One Oxford Centre to Union Trust Building
• Pepper Hamilton: BNY Mellon Center to Union Trust Building
• Lovett Bookman Harmon Marks: Fifth Avenue Place to Liberty Center

Adamski referred to an “amenities
arms race” to describe the downtown
real estate market.
“More prevalent amenities today

are fitness centers, tenant lounges,
restaurants and proximity to residential,”
he said.
He said many amenities are being

added to even Class B spaces so as to
stay competitive in the market.
In today’s market, Adamski said,

landlords of downtown office space
with no amenities find that their
buildings don’t make it past the
preliminary rounds of consideration.
Adamski said other trends driving

the real estate market in Pittsburgh
include technology becoming the most
active sector and the development and
expansion of the fringe – areas outside
the central business district.
Although the ACBA isn’t seeking

property in the fringe, Blaner said he
hopes to receive a list of five to seven
buildings from JLL.
“We’re excited to work with JLL,”

Blaner said. We think they’re a good
partner. They represent a lot of law
firms here in Allegheny County. They
have a good sense of who we are and
who we serve.”
Blaner said the ACBA’s options at

this point are a new lease, a sub-lease
or buying a property.
“When you’re spending close to half

a million dollars a year in rent, you
could pay a substantial mortgage on a
building,” he said. “As we move forward,
whether it’s here or some other
location, we have to look at space that
has lots of flexibility built into it.”
“We have to be efficient,” Blaner

emphasized. “The spaces where
members will be meeting – that’s
where we’ll put our dollars. That’s
where the amenities will be.” n
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Firms need at least two years for the lease-renewal process
By Keith Cameron

So, when should you begin the
renewal process for your law firm’s
office space lease?
The magic timeline calls for at least

24 months. If that surprises you, here
are four reasons to begin your renewal
process at least two years before lease
expiration to sign a lease at least 12
months before the lease begins.

Limited options

The office-space market in downtown
Pittsburgh has changed significantly
in the past 10 years. The high occupancy
rate has affected tenants in several
ways: the space you prefer in the
quantity you need on your timeline
may be unavailable at any price; the
price of all space has increased signif-
icantly in recent years; and amenities
such as discounted parking, fully paid
high-end construction buildouts and
excused rent are nonexistent or much
smaller than they were a decade ago.
These developments mean much higher
expense and fewer choices. The
longer you have to explore your
options, the greater probability in
finding your preferred arrangement.
If you have been reading about law

firm office trends – such as reduced
office size and shared office arrange-
ments – the additional time also will
provide an opportunity to explore how
your firm can reduce the amount of
space it needs. Would you, for example,
want to stay in your same space and
pay 25 to 30 percent more and get
little or no money to refurbish the
space you’ve lived in for 10 years?

Bargaining position

Beginning this process early is the
most effective way to establish a
strong bargaining position for your
firm. It also prevents you from being
backed into a corner to accept the
initial renewal offer on your current
space. Many of us who have undergone
this process have experienced the
inexplicable delays in obtaining a renewal
proposal by a current landlord, so I
recommend a proactive approach:
seek proposals from other buildings
even before you receive your landlord’s
offer. Don’t get caught in the trap of
hoping your landlord will give you her
best offer so that you can forego the
painful search for space options. It
seldom happens.

Your best bargaining position will
come from genuinely considering
options for your next office lease.
Your current landlord will know if you
aren’t serious about relocating to
another building, and other landlords
will not make their best offer until you
have proven to be serious. I know of a
situation in which the value of a firm’s
lease offer improved by 30 percent
once the firm proved it was serious.
If you wait until nine to 12 months

are left on your lease to begin seeking
a lease with another building, your
landlord knows that is insufficient time
for most. Moreover, once you factor in
the time needed to complete related
construction and prepare for relocation,
there is insufficient time to find
alternative office space that matches
your preferences and is competitively
priced. When you are forced to fast-
track a relocation, it often results in
compromising your preferences and
risking downtime for attorneys during
the relocation.

Delays in partner decisions

There are many decisions leading
up to a final lease agreement, and
partners tend to be far more interested
than they are in routine firm decisions.
It is best to anticipate from the outset
that these discussions will cause some
delays. The perception of the building,
the placement in downtown, experiences
shared by colleagues from firms in
other buildings, the parking, the
access to the courts, routes to and
from downtown, the difficulty and lost
time of relocating to another building –
it’s common for all of these topics and

more to prompt extended partner
discussions, followed by fact-gathering
and more discussion until a decision is
eventually reached.
The steps to secure a new lease may

seem simple, but each step usually
brings long delays to complete.
Understandably, it takes time to work
through the considerations. Consider this
time in your overall planning process.

Time to plan a relocation

Having enough time to plan your
relocation is important, but it also
demonstrates to your landlord that
your bargaining position is realistic.
Landlords know how long it takes to
prepare for a relocation.
Usually your managing director

and firm administrator, who may be
on lead with a relocation, lead this
activity once every 10 years – and let’s
just say it’s NOT like riding a bike.
Anyone involved in an office relocation
remembers the myriad of decisions
and actions required and how long
each took, for example:
• interviewing and hiring an interior

designer;
• designing the space;
• interviewing and hiring a general

contractor;
• eight to 12 weeks of construction

(including your time to troubleshoot
perpetual issues);
• partner office selection and the

related decisions dependent upon
final office decisions;
• furniture selection and ordering

time;

Keith Cameron

Continued on page 10
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‘Double Your Revenue’ CLE comes to Fox Chapel
as part of ACBA’s ‘On Tour’ suburban program
By Shelly Anderson

When Lois Vitti learned the details
for a particular upcoming CLE, it was
a bright moment in the busy life of the
Oakmont attorney.
“When that popped up in my email

inbox, it was, like, check, check and
check,” Vitti said. “It was affordable.
It was 15 minutes from my house. It
was at a time that worked. And it was
a subject matter that I have been really
trying to get more information about
for a couple years.”
It might not be quite as perfect a fit

for all ACBA members, but the March 6
event – “The Numbers You Need to Know
to Double Your Revenue,” with speaker
Wendy Witt of Million Dollar Attorney –
could be appealing to many, and for at
least one reason that most CLEs aren’t.
This is one of the ACBA’s “On

Tour” events, an initiative that
President Bryan Neft started last fall
to bring CLE programming to the
suburbs. This Fox Chapel area program
follows similar events in Wexford and
Southpointe; as with those, it will
feature a networking reception.
Over the past decade, the concen-

tration of ACBA attorneys who work
outside of downtown, according to
ZIP code, has risen from 30 percent to
40 percent.
“I think it makes a lot of sense,”

Aspinwall attorney J.P. Fridy said of
the suburban CLEs. “In recent years
it seems that they’ve been making a
specific effort to do some outreach

outside of downtown, recognizing that
the county has a lot of practitioners
outside of just the downtown area. …
It adds a bunch of benefits that I
would appreciate – less of a disruption
to my day, I don’t have to pay for
parking downtown. Those little things
make a difference.”
Fridy plans on attending. “It’s in Fox

Chapel, which is right next door, basically.
That was definitely an enticement.”

He even joked of his business partner
at Fridy & Glymour PC, Holly Glymour,
that “any opportunity she has to not go
downtown, she’s happy to take it.”
Location is not as critical for Witt,

who does a lot of her work virtually
with attorneys around the country and
around the world, but she’s nevertheless
thrilled with this engagement.
“I live in Fox Chapel,” she said.

“There’s something about, for the
attorneys and for me, being in your
own community that is really nice and
more intimate. And personally, I love
not having to go downtown.
“I’m sure there are a lot of attorneys

that feel the same way, so it’s a great
service that the bar association is
recognizing this and reaching out to
all the corners of the county.”
At this CLE, which is sponsored by

Shorebridge Wealth Management,
Witt will oversee a hands-on learning
experience.
“This is really a workshop where

they’re going to get it done, have a

workbook,” she said. “We’re doing it
right there. It’s not just me speaking;
I’m working it through with them.
“I’m going to show participants the

Q performance indicators and help
them identify the mathematical for-
mulas that they need to track so they
know how to double their revenue.”
Witt, a former lawyer, said her expertise

is in filling in the business side of
things, beyond what is taught in law school.
Her aim is to teach attorneys how

to gather and analyze numbers, look for
patterns and grow their revenues, rather
than operating by any gut feelings,
following trends or relying strictly on
being good law practitioners.
Witt also coaches clients how to

manage risk and fear as a part of their
strategy. Her belief in that aspect of
her approach was underscored when
she attended Supreme Court Justice
Sonia Sotomayor’s speaking engagement
at Duquesne University in December.

Wendy Witt

If you’re going
What: “The Numbers You Need to Know to Double Your Revenue,” a 
1-credit substantive CLE program sponsored by Shorebridge Wealth 
Management
Where: Lauri Ann West Community Center, 1220 Powers Run Road, 
Fox Chapel area, 15238
When: March 6, 5 - 6 p.m., reception to follow
Cost: $35 ACBA member, $45 all others
To register: See the CLE/Events Calendar at ACBA.org.

Continued on page 10
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Investment Advice offered through  
Fragasso Financial Advisors, a  
registered investment advisor.

For over four decades, Fragasso Financial Advisors 
has been focused on providing sound asset management and  

financial planning for our clients, who range from high net worth  
individuals to retirement plan sponsors and nonprofit institutions.  

It is our responsibility to understand the unique needs and challenges  
of each and every one of our clients, while at the same time delivering 
our services through an attentive and professional client experience.  

Contact us today for a complimentary second opinion… you owe  
it to yourself, your clients, your business and to your employees.

Cool Springs 1001 Cool Springs Drive, Suite 400, Pittsburgh 15234 
Downtown Pittsburgh 610 Smithfield Street, Suite 400, Pittsburgh PA 15222

North Hills 11269 Perry Highway, Suite 430, Wexford PA 15090
South Hills 1500 Oxford Drive, Suite 200, Bethel Park PA 15102

Board adopts new mission statement, value statement
By Bob Pajich

The ACBA Board of Governors
started 2019 by adopting a stream-
lined mission statement and adding a
value statement that includes most of
the concepts of the former mission
statement.
An ad hoc committee led by

Danielle Dietrich had been tasked
with revising the decade-old statement
after President Bryan Neft asked
members to start the monthly Board
of Governors meetings by reading its
mission statement out loud.
It quickly became clear that a

revision was needed.
“The prior version, when you’re

reading it out loud, there’s a lot
packed in there,” said Tony Thompson,
who served with Dietrich on the ad
hoc committee. “We thought, maybe
we can refine this a little bit.”
The committee was tasked with

defining the goals of the ACBA and
looking at how other bar associations
handle their mission statements.
While packed with solid information

and direction, the old “wall of text”
seemed out of place in the age of
Twitter and Instagram, said Dietrich.
“When we looked at the content of

our mission statement there was nothing
wrong with it, we just wanted to
reorganized it and refresh it,” Dietrich
said. “I don’t believe the substance
changed a whole lot; it was just the
way we said it and set-forth what our
goals are.”
The committee came up with three

goals: To empower ACBA’s members,
promote a just judicial system and
serve the community. 

The value statement, which uses
bullet points to succinctly define the
goals of the previous mission statement,
actually came first. The committee
looked at how other bar associations
defined their overall duties and liked
how some used a value statement to keep
the mission statement clear and concise. 
“For the community at large, I

think, at times, they just assume that
because it’s a lawyer’s organization
that we don’t necessarily play a larger
role in the community so we wanted to
make sure that was clear and came
across in the value statement portion
of it,” Thompson said.
The value statement defines how

the ACBA hopes its members will
conduct itself day to day. Nicola

Henry-Taylor, committee member,
said one of the main concerns was how
to cut through this very noisy society
and communicate with younger
members of the ACBA.
“If you think about how people

market now, and what’s going to draw
younger lawyers in – everybody’s on
Twitter, people are on SnapChat and
Instagram – people don’t want a
wordy, legalistic-type of mission
statement,” Henry-Taylor said. “As
Bryan would ask an individual board
member to read the mission statement,
it was evident that it was kind of too
wordy and you lose the concept that
it’s trying to put across.”
Carol Behers, another committee

member, said economizing the message

was the main goal, but not the only
one. The ACBA is nothing without its
members, and she hopes the new
mission statement will serve to
remind her colleagues about the
power they have.
“Our goal was to really streamline

the mission statement and sort of
capture the essence of the ACBA in a
more concise and relevant message,”
Behers said. “A lot of the focus really
is on our members, what we are
doing for our members, what we offer
our members. That was really our
first priority.” n

Now and then
Here are the new mission statement and value statement, which the Board of Governors adopted Jan. 8. 
Mission statement: To empower our members; promote a just, accessible, and inclusive judicial system; and serve
the community at large.
Value statement: To be an invaluable resource to the legal profession and the community by:
1. Fostering a culture of unbiased collegiality, ethics, and professionalism;
2. Championing equality, diversity, and inclusion in the profession;
3. Promoting equal access to legal and other law related services; and 
4. Enhancing the success of our members through education, networking, leadership, and professional development.
They replace this 82-word, one-sentence mission statement from 2008.
Old mission statement: The Allegheny County Bar Association is an organization of legal professionals committed 
to serving its members by: providing education, advocacy and professional services; promoting equality and diversity
among its membership; fostering collegiality; advancing the public image of the profession and the highest standards
of professional ethics; supporting and advocating for a fair and effective judicial system that is accessible to every 
individual regardless of economic status; and exercising leadership on a local, state and national level so as to 
further these goals.
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Resolution.

Employment 
Commercial/Business
Professional Liability
Energy

412.916.4874 
carolekatz.com

Carole

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Mediation
Arbitration
Case Evaluation

Carole Katz helps businesses and 
people resolve conflicts in less time, 
through processes that give parties 
and their lawyers more control over 
the outcome.

Approved Panels & Rosters:   
–  US District Court for the Western District of PA,  
 Mediator, Early Neutral Evaluator, Arbitrator    
– AAA Mediator & Arbitrator 
– FINRA Mediator & Arbitrator 
Seasoned Former Executive 
of Fortune 500 Company 
Over 25 Years as Trial Lawyer  
and Legal Counselor  
Academy of Trial Lawyers,  
Allegheny County

Conflict
to 

From 

412.325.7700 • www.johnstonlykos.law

Employment
Where

Meets The Law

Johnston Lykos provides clients with advice, 
counseling and representation in all aspects 
of employment law, including illegal workplace 
discrimination, harassment and retaliation.

Colleen Ramage Johnston Nikki Velisaris Lykos

Pittsburgh, PA

Law School. As co-founder of the
Berkman Klein Center for Internet &
Society, he has worked with and been
impressed by Benesch.
“Susan’s work is so fascinating in

part because she’s willing to test
her theories out in real situations,”
Zittrain said.
Zittrain said he visualizes Benesch

as the person on the other end of the
Bat Phone, someone who’s always
ready to answer a call from social
media engineers and policy people
when they’re facing a tough, systemic
problem of abuse on their platform.
“Susan is both mindful of civil

liberties and of the deep and tangible
harm that harassing and threatening
speech can cause and further incite,”
he said.
“Hate speech is not illegal and is

constitutionally protected,” Benesch
said. “I don’t suggest that dangerous
speech should be prohibited.”

Political views

During the last Zittrain Forum,
political analyst David Frum noted
how dangerous it is for people to limit
their sources for news and opinion to a
narrow slice of the political spectrum.
In that 2017 appearance, Frum said he
worried that online communities easily
become echo-chambers that amplify
messages and drown out any suggestion
that might contradict what the group
agrees upon.
Benesch agrees. She says counter-

speech – in addition to educating
people beforehand, if possible – is
among the best ways to fight dangerous
speech, but the key is for it to be
delivered by people who have

ZITTRAIN FORUMS
continued from front page Five conditions of 

dangerous speech
Susan Benesch, creator of the 
Dangerous Speech Project, said 
speech can rise to a dangerous level if it meets at least two of the following
five conditions.
• Speaker: An influential speaker is more capable of compelling a group 
to violence.

• Audience: An audience that already is “primed” for violence will be more
easily swayed by inflammatory messages.

• Message: The message carries hallmarks of dangerous speech, such as
dehumanization or “accusation in a mirror.” Other examples are 
assertions of attacks on women/girls, coded language that delivers 
different messages to different groups, and the theme of impurity/
contamination of a target group. 

• Context: A social or historical context that makes violence more acceptable;
• Medium: If the medium possesses its own influence – such as one that
is an audience’s only or primary source of information – it can make
speech more dangerous.

More details can be found at dangerouspeech.org. 

standing in the community receiving
the message.
“It’s very important for other

influential people to say dangerous
speech is not acceptable and explain
why it is dangerous. Different people
have influence over others,” Benesch
said. “You have to think about where
the message is coming from.”
Benesch said she has noticed that

many comments made by President
Donald Trump match the criteria for
dangerous speech. For those who might
be incited to action by such language,
denouncements from the president’s

opponents aren’t likely to have much
impact. Instead, Benesch said, it would
be helpful if Trump supporters would
say that his words have crossed the line,
thus lessening the potential for violence
because of dangerous speech.

In the beginning

While in law school, Benesch
became interested in the international
war crimes tribunals for Rwanda and
the former Yugoslavia.
“I was utterly horrified by it and

interested in it,” she said. 

She decided to write the scholarly
paper “Vile Crime or Inalienable
Right: Defining Incitement to Genocide.”
One point of the paper shows how
much the Rwanda tribunal paid a lot
of attention to speech as a crime
and the Yugoslav tribunal paid some
attention to speech as a crime.
Benesch said it seemed like the tribunals
were convinced that speech crimes
made a significant difference. 
“Genocide is not a normal or natural

thing for people to do,” she said. “You
have to convince people to do it.”
By examining public speech that

instills violence, the Dangerous Speech
Project has been able to counter hateful
messages by educating people about
dangerous speech. The effort has been
used to prevent violence in countries
like Kenya, Nigeria, Myanmar and the
Czech Republic.
As a journalist, she experienced

countries with genocide and mass
violence. The Dangerous Speech Project
focused on those countries, but now
her work has shifted to working on
violence in the United States.
Benesch said she never expected

the Dangerous Speech Project to
study violent events in the U.S.
Although domestic mass violence
seems to be on the rise, Benesch said,
she is not remotely concerned that the
United States is at risk of genocide or
mass atrocities.

Rule of thumb

The Dangerous Speech Project has
been an unpaid advisor that offers
to Internet companies ideas for
diminishing dangerous speech. Noting
that the customers of these businesses

Continued on page 10
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the bar. This changed relatively recently,
however, and bar membership is now
regulated by the state, with attorneys
being permitted to practice statewide. 
Today’s bar associations are much

different. Many of our active members
have practices just outside of Allegheny
County. Past President Jim Creenan
is one such attorney. He practices
primarily here but maintains his
office in Murrysville in Westmoreland
County. It also is common to see out-
of-town lawyers practicing here.
These are reasons why we want to
evaluate whether we might be better
served by identifying with the city
that everyone knows rather than the
county, which not everyone knows. 
Personally, I love the word

“Allegheny.” It’s a distinctive word
derived from a Native American
Delaware tribe that translates loosely
into “Fine River.” It is, as we all know,
a river and a college, as well as a
county. It once was the name of an
airline, a city and a mall. But times
change. That airline is now known as
American, the mall as Nova Place
and the city as the North Side of

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
continued from page 3

“One of the things that gave me
goosebumps is she recognized that
fear almost stopped her from sitting
on the U.S. Supreme Court,” Witt said.
“Her perspective, and I share it, is
that fear is what stops you.
“The person that owns a $150,000

law firm is not the same person who
owns a million-dollar law firm, even if
it’s the same individual. You change
and you grow and you can move

‘DOUBLE YOUR REVENUE’ CLE
continued from page 7

• selecting a vendor to handle the
move and a vendor to handle the IT
relocation;
• changing the mailing address

with U.S. Postal Service and the
courts, etc.;
• informing your clients;
• reducing paper client files in

offices, file cabinets and cubby holes.
Remember the challenge of trying

to do all these activities within a budget,
which becomes more relevant if your
new landlord is paying for less of the
move related expenses.
If you want to hire the most cost-

effective vendors, minimize loss of
billable time for your attorneys and
manage all aspects of the move, you’ll
need time to effectively coordinate
the steps. 
I hope this advice helps streamline

your next office lease renewal and it
goes well. If you’re unsure when your
office lease expires, go check it now. It
might be time to start! n

Keith Cameron is the president of
Cameron Management Consulting, LLC,
which he founded after a successful
25-year career as the chief operating
officer of two Pittsburgh-based law
firms. Law-firm financial management
is one of Keith’s areas of concentration.

FIRMS LEASE-RENEWAL PROCESS
continued from page 6

Pittsburgh. And, we don’t fly to
Allegheny County, we fly to Pittsburgh
International, which Allegheny County
happens to operate. Even though
“Allegheny” holds a special place in
my heart, I consider myself, in many
ways, a Pittsburgh lawyer. I have branded
myself “burghlaw”; my curriculum vitae
shows that I practice in Pittsburgh. 
The bar association leadership does

not undertake this evaluation lightly,
and nothing has been pre-ordained.
There are strong reasons to maintain
the name just as there are strong
reasons to consider changing it.
Truthfully, we can only make this
change with the support of our
members so that they know our
decision is an informed one. 
The ad hoc committee will be

meeting shortly, and if you have
thoughts on the matter, please send
them to me. I will forward all
comments received to the committee
for consideration. I look forward to
reporting the work of the committee
upon its completion. n

To talk about these issues further, please
contact ACBA President Bryan Neft at
412-325-3317 or BNeft@spilmanlaw.com.

through fear and take bigger risks.
You become a different person, in a
good way.”
Vitti, of the Vitti Law Group Inc.,

balances work with life as a single
mom, so she has high hopes for Witt’s
workshop session.
“I’m looking forward to it. Hopefully,

the kids don’t get sick and the car
doesn’t break down,” she said – then
her resolve kicked in, especially given
the convenient location. “Even then, I
could Uber there, right?” n

usually consent to a terms-of-service
agreement without reading it, Benesch
said users need to become more aware
of the policies that are in place.
“How many people have read the

rules on social media sites? Almost
every single person doesn’t read the
rules. The rules, in general, are long.
The platforms need to push this along
and do more to encourage people to
read the rules.”
Benesch compares terms-of-service

agreements to using seat belts in
vehicles. There was a time when not
many people would use seat belts. A
major shift in behavior to use seat
belts occurred partly because of law
and educating the public.
Simply prohibiting a list of words

doesn’t work, she said. Social media
sites need to do more to detect
unacceptable content, while at the
same time being equally vigilant not
to censor. 
The Dangerous Speech Project

website said the staff will continue to
educate the public about ways to
diminish dangerous speech online and
how to respond in a productive way,
something Benesch is ready to share
at the Zittrain Forums.
“I hope people will bring with them

their deepest questions about the
online world, whether from a skeptical
or optimistic perspective,” Jonathan
Zittrain said. n

ZITTRAIN FORUMS
continued from page 9

Earn one substantive
CLE credit!

Register for the Zittrain Forums
today at www.acbf.org/zittrain-2019.

Members can get consultation on
their legal actions and potential

actions through the ACBA 
Professional Ethics Hotline.

See
ACBA.org/OfficerAssignments for

details.
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UPCOMING CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
from the ALLEGHENY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

The Numbers You Need to Know to 
Double Your Revenue 
Wednesday, March 6  |  5 p.m.
Lauri Ann West Community Center
1 Substantive credit

A Lawyer’s Guide to Pre-Transaction Strategies 
for Business Owners 
Tuesday, March 12  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 .5 Substantive credits

         Mobile Home Parks: Evictions, Title 
         Clearance and Pitfalls of Rent-to-Own 
         Arrangements 
          Thursday, March 14  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
              CJE credit  |  1 Substantive credit

The ABCs of CBAs in Pro Sports 
Friday, March 15  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Substantive credit

An Overview of Trusts 
Wednesday, March 20  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
2 Substantive credits

The ABCs of CBAs in Pro Sports 
Friday, March 15  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Substantive credit

Examining Reasonable Accommodations 
in the Workplace 
Wednesday, March 27  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Substantive credit

How Nonprofit Boards Should Manage 
Harassment Issues 
Thursday, April 4  |  4 p.m.  |  Koppers Building
1.5 Substantive credits and ½ Ethics credit

For CLEs available anytime, see the 
ACBA Online CLE Center at cle.acba.org.

Current Online Offerings:

A Name is an Identity: The Name Change Process and 
Vulnerable Communities   
2 Substantive credits

An Examination of Federal Tax Reform     
1 Substantive credit

Criminal Law for the Non-Criminal Attorney     
1 Substantive credit

School Safety: Proactive Interventions, Discipline and 
Law Enforcement       
1 Substantive credit

The Impaired Lawyer – A Call for Action     
1 Ethics credit

         State Wage Payment Law Trends 
         and Emerging Issues 
          Tuesday, April 9  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
              CJE credit  |  1 Substantive credit

Everything You Need to Know about Pa.’s New 
Collaborative Law Act 
Thursday, April 11  |  2 p.m.  |  Allegheny HYP Club
1 Substantive credits and 1 Ethics credit

Experience. Responsiveness. Attention.

305 Mt. Lebanon Boulevard, Suite 205
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15234
412.571.9552 office
acornelius@ajciplaw.com

RESULTS
Andrew J. Cornelius, P.C.  |  Intellectual Property Law
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relating to labor relations, collective
bargaining, human resources counseling,
employment discrimination, wage and
hour issues and other general employment
matters. He has written articles on labor
and employment topics and is a frequent
presenter for public sector organizations
regarding employment matters.

Change in Status
By Order of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, attorney Robert J.
Colaizzi has been suspended from the
practice of law for a period of one year
and one day. This suspension took
effect on Feb. 3. In addition, the
respondent’s motion for extension of
time for commencement of suspension
was granted. The effective date was
extended to March 1.

By Order of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, attorney Joseph
Christopher Francis has been 
suspended on consent from the Bar of
this Commonwealth for a period of 
12 months. The suspension is stayed
in its entirety, and he is placed on 
probation for a period of two years.
The probation took effect on Jan. 22.

By Order of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, attorney Melissa Lynn
Harkes has been reinstated to active
status as a member of the Bar of this
Commonwealth. The reinstatement
took effect on Jan. 22.

By Order of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, attorney Kevin Brendan
Acklin has been reinstated to active
status as a member of the Bar of this
Commonwealth. The reinstatement
took effect on Jan. 22.

People on the Move
Ch r i s t o p h e r

Michalski has
been elevated to
shareholder at 
Littler. Michalski
represents man-
agement in a
broad range of
employment law
matters, including
litigation arising
under federal 
and state equal
e m p l o y m e n t

opportunity laws and wage and hour
compliance. He appears in state and
federal courts and before the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission,
the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission and the Pittsburgh
Commission on Human Relations.
Michalski also regularly represents
clients in nationwide class and collective
actions that involve wage and hour
pay practices and compliance.

John C. 
Scialabba has
joined Frank, Gale,
Bails, Murcko &
Pocrass, P.C., as an
associate.

Shon K. Worner
has become the
newest shareholder
at Campbell Durrant
Beatty Palombo &
Miller, P.C. Worner
represents both

public and private employers in matters

Bar Briefs

Mediation and Arbitration/
Civil Litigation

• Resolved over 2,000 cases through Mediation
and Arbitration (UM/UIM)

• Practicing Civil Trial Lawyer with over 38 years experience 
representing plainti�s and defendants (auto, premises, 
products liability, medical malpractice, bad faith,
workers comp)

• Knowledge of insurance coverage disputes and primary/
excess insurance coverages

• Member - Academy of Trial Lawyers of Allegheny County

• Approved Mediator - U.S. District Court, Western District
of PA

• Invited Member - The National Academy of Distinguished 
Neutrals (NADN)

• Five years (2014-2018) Super Lawyers Selection

HARRY M. PARAS
Attorney at Law

428 Boulevard of the Allies
Suite 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Phone: 412-391-8100

Fax: 412-391-9972

Email: hmp@harryparas.com

Website: www.harryparas.com

Lawyers’ Mart
APPRAISALS

ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
2005. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified 
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

CAREER 
CONSULTING

CHRIS MILLER, J.D. – 20+ years providing confidential
career consulting services for lawyers in transition.
412-926-5207. www.millercareerconsulting.com.

DOCUMENT EXAMINER/
HANDWRITING

J. WRIGHT LEONARD, BCFE, CDE. Certified. Experienced
in Federal, State & Local Courts. Testimony in Civil & 
Criminal Matters. 215-735-4000. www.ForgeryID.com.

ECONOMIST/VOC. EXPERT
WM. HOUSTON REED, Ph.D. – 25+yrs. of forensic
economics & vocational eval. expertise in one report.
1-888-620-8933.

ESTATE PLANNING
IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh
Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support
charitable work helping those in need throughout SW
Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

NORTH HILLS CONFERENCE
AND OFFICE CENTER

CONFERENCE ROOMS AVAILABLE: Arbitrations, 
Mediations, Negotiations, Meetings. OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE: Solo Practitioners, Small Firms; Daily,
Monthly, Yearly Rentals; Newly renovated, convenient 
location, free parking, kitchen. 412-367-7710.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 412-
921-4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

PHOTO BY BRIAN ESTADT

Panelists from the “Recognizing Partner Violence and the Potential
for Workplace Violence” CLE gathered for a picture with members from
Labor and Employment Law Section after the Jan. 31 program concluded.
From left are section Chair R. Stanley Mitchel; panelist Kevin Wilkes of
the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust; panelist John McCreary Jr. of Babst,
Calland, Clements and Zomnir, P.C; panelist Elizabeth Lewis of Standing
Firm; panelist Sabrina Korbel of the Women’s Center & Shelter of
Greater Pittsburgh; and section council members Karen Baillie and
Stephen Antonelli. One of the many details shared during the CLE was
that although employers often have security measures for their building,
they may overlook parking lots as places where abusive people can wait
for current or previous partners.

Workplace Safety

Christopher
Michalski 

John C.
Scialabba


